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Editorial

Take your production
to the next level

Get the most out
of our products
In an increasingly competitive, global world of
manufacturing, you’re challenged daily to outperform your competitors, and your choice of
manufacturing equipment plays a central role.
As your partner along the full life cycle of your
Tornos machine investment, we add value to your
business by helping your employees exploit the full
potential of solutions and maximize their productivity. That’s the Tornos Academy in a nutshell:
Your go-to source for the knowledge transfer
essential to your employees’ mastery of our stateof-the-art products.
With our vast range of manufacturing knowhow—including Aerospace, Electronics, Micro
mechanics, Automotive, and Medical & Dental—
Tornos Academy training is here to help you build
up your expertise and seize new opportunities in
growing industrial segments. From standard modules to training tailored to the specific needs of
your operation, we ensure the employees operating
your Tornos machines are getting the most out
of our products—so that you satisfy your cus
tomers and achieve faster return on your machine
investment.

Bring your business
objectives to life
Machining mastery—
with the Tornos Academy
Continuously extend your mastery of your new
Tornos machine and its vast array of processes,
with the Tornos Academy’s modular courses and
tailored training. Our lineup of practical training
and coaching opportunities—motivates your
employees and turns them into programming,
setting and maintenance experts. We ensure their
expertise upon completion of training so that
you can count on them for fewer setting errors,
reduced programming and setup time, and optimized machining processes. From the moment of
machine delivery, we are at your side to help you
achieve—and maintain—high productivity.
Bring your business objectives to life by a
 ligning
your employees’ skills with your customers’
expectations: in small groups, and directly on the
machines, the Tornos Academy’s qualified trainers
lead sessions customized to your needs, in our
training centers or at your production site.

In line with our brand promise, “We keep you
turning,” the Tornos Academy keeps you turning
toward greater productivity and profitability.
We invite you to discover how training with our
experts can sharpen your competitive edge.

Michael Hauser
CEO
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Concept

Achieve next-level process
mastery

Benefit from
modular training

60%

Expertise

ESSENTIAL

From novices to experienced machine operators,
each of your employees can benefit from modular
training and tailored projects based on your needs
and developed by our expert trainers.
From operator training and maintenance courses
to consulting and coaching services, Tornos
Academy is your investment in the future of your
business. Imagine higher productivity, enhanced
skills, new business opportunities and greater
profitability: turn to the Tornos Academy to bring
your vision of success to life.

FIRST-TIME
USERS

PROGRAMMING

Concept

SETTING

APPLICATION
CONSULTING

TAYLORED TRAINING

EXPERT PROGRAMMING +
SETTING
MACRO B

SPECIFIC SETTING + PROGRAMMING

TISIS CAM 3 AXES
B AXIS
(POSITIONING)

TISIS CAM 5 AXES

APPLICATION
CONSULTING
SETUP
APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING
COACHING

MACHINE
GEOMETRY

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Core course

Machine purchase

Operator/Programmer

Collective or private session

Customer situation 1 with SwissNano 4

Customer situation 2 with Swiss GT26 B axis

Optional course

After machine installation
and production start

Maintenance

Private session

Operators and maintenance staff discover Tornos pro
ducts, the first part setup is performed by Tornos.
MACHINE DELIVERY – Operators benefit from
“SETTING + PROGRAMMING” training, and
maintenance staff reviews the maintenance essen
tial through the “PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE”
module. According customer expectations, Tornos
realizes the “DESIGN AND PROGRAM FOR SETUP”.
SOME WEEKS AFTER – the customer intends to
prepare a new setup: Tornos is at his disposal to
support him with “SETUP ASSISTANCE”.
SOME MONTHS LATER – Expert training are the
right choices to exploit the machine to its limits,
customer would consider “TAYLORED TRAINING”,
“MACRO B”.

Operators and maintenance staff have some experience
on Tornos products with ISO programming, The cus
tomer targets to make himself the part setup.
MACHINE DELIVERY – The customer operators
follow “SPECIFIC SETTING + PROGRAMMING”
training, followed by the “B AXIS (POSITIONING)”
sessions. Maintenance staff become capable in
detecting alarm root causes thanks to the “PREVEN
TIVE MAINTENANCE”.
SOME WEEKS AFTER – “PROGRAMMING COACHING”
is the ideal solution to go over the first complex part
setup, consolidating the customer setup compe
tencies with Tornos programming expertise.
SOME MONTHS LATER – Customer would consider “TAYLORED TRAINING”, “MACRO B” and
even “TISIS CAM 3 OR 5 AXES”. To achieve faster
machine availability, customer gets access to our
maintenance knowledge through ”MACHINE
GEOMETRY”

Application support

LANGUAGE (AS AGREED)
TRAINING LOCATION
COLLECTIVE SESSION
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AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PRODUCTION START

OPTION
EXPERIENCED
USERS

MACHINE USE
MAINTENANCE

Your real-world needs inform our focus on provi
ding leading-edge, practical training and c oaching,
a perfect balance of theory and hands-on p
 ractice
in our own facilities or on your site. With our
exclusive “Part manufacturing learning”, we
facilitate your strategic approach to new markets
and advance your mastery of complex machining
processes.

EXPERT

ADVANCED

MACHINE PURCHASE
Positioning your business to achieve highest
productivity and profitability is at the heart of
the Tornos Academy. Your employees’ p
 rofessional
development and their need to exploit the maximum performance from our machining solutions
drives the continuous development of our academy
offering and adds to our ever-growing body of
experience and know-how.

100%

80%

English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Chinese or more on request
Tornos Academy (Switzerland)/Customer site/Sales subsidiriaries
For groups of fewer than three participants, the Tornos Academy
reserves the right to amend the training date

Achieve next-level process mastery
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Application consulting

Tornos Academy keeps
you turning toward
greater productivity
OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITE
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

External
thread
whirling

External
thread
whirling
Internal
thread
whirling

Medical
9

Application consulting

Micro
milling
Torx
milling

Angled
milling

Torx
milling
Hexagonal
milling

External
thread
whirling

Available application consulting:
• Conception and program for setup
• Specific setup acceptance
• Programming coaching
• Setup assistance
• Support with tooling and accessories for setup

Part manufacturing learning
Your quest to stay competitive in an ever-changing
global manufacturing environment keeps you in
tune with the market’s evolving needs: instability
in some sectors, the emergence of niche markets,
for example. You’re chasing new opportunities and
faced with the challenge of extending your application know-how in order to remain competitive.

Thinking about producing a new part design?
Reduce your project risk when you count on the
Tornos Academy’s know-how to help you set
up your production process. Or, if you want to
stay in the driver’s seat, we can roll out the
dedicated programming coaching and finetune your setup.

Overcome these challenges and secure your future
success with the Tornos Academy’s experts at your
side, sharing valuable application expertise. Looking to produce a turbocharger sleeve, dental abut-

DESIGN AND PROGRAM
FOR SETUP

SPECIFIC SETUP ACCEPTANCE

PROGRAMMING COACHING

SETUP ASSISTANCE

PART MANUFACTURING
LEARNING

Design and validate a part setup on your machine
according to acceptance conditions
• Analyze the part drawing and acceptance
criteria
• Elaborate the manufacturing process
• Perform the machine setup
• Optimize the production time and chip
management
• Inspect the parts
• Define the specific tooling according your
application
Not applicable

Validate your project in the presence of your team
in our factory
• Review the machine and related equipment
• Check the machine geometry protocol
• Examine the test part protocol
• Confirm results with respect to your
specifications

Supports you in taking advantage of all of our
software programming functionalities
• Study the part program
• Handle the machine safely
• Increase productivity with optimum tool
approach
• Exploit all Tornos macros
• Reduce part cycle time with parameter finetuning

Supports you in designing and optimizing your
part manufacturing process
• Propose strategies to increase productivity,
improve the quality of parts, achieve
sustainable manufacturing process
• Recommend specific tooling according your
application

Master complex machining solutions

Not applicable

According to your needs
According to your needs

According to your needs
One day

Completion of our programming and handling
courses for the dedicated machine
One to three
According to your needs

Completion of our programming and handling
courses for the dedicated machine
One to three
According to your needs

Completion of our programming and handling
courses for the dedicated machine
According to your needs
According to your needs

•
•
•
•
•

ment or barrel housing? We have you covered with
latest-generation tools and in-depth application
know-how for the components you want to produce.
Choose the most efficient means of building skills
in-house: With the Tornos Academy, your employees get the knowledge and credentials to take
your productivity and profitability to a new level.
From micro-threading and complex machining
to thread whirling and specific gear hobbing, our
tailored training opportunities put application
success within your reach.

Analyze the part particularities
Review the existing machining solutions
Elaborate the manufacturing process
Define the specific tooling
Perform the machine setup

Broaching

External
thread
whirling
Deep
drilling

Just as your Tornos machines open up a new world
of manufacturing possibilities, so does Tornos
Academy application consulting. We support you
in designing your part program and validating
the process according to acceptance criteria such
as cycle time and machine capability index (Cmk).

Thread
whirling

C axis
milling
Surface
finishing

Automotive

Cross
drilling
Fine
turning

Fine
turning

Oriented
drilling

Cross
drilling

Deburring

Cross
milling

Cross
drilling

Fine
turning

Micro crossthreading
Gear
hobing

Angled
milling

Multiple
milling

Oriented
drilling

Micromecanic

Gear hobing
OP & COP
Fine
turning

Micro
turning

Hook
milling
Micro
turning

Micro
polygoning

Oriented
drilling
Long
part
turning

C Axis
milling

C Axis
milling
Threading

Contour
milling

Axial
drilling
Slotting

Front
polygon
milling

Electronic
Part manufacturing learning
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SwissNano training
100%

80%
60%

Expertise

EXPERT

ADVANCED

ESSENTIAL

MACHINE PURCHASE

TARGET AUDIENCE

FIRST-TIME USERS

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS

MACHINE USE

DURATION

TARGET AUDIENCE

CT/DT/ST/GT USERS

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES

DURATION

MAINTENANCE

TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

SwissNano training

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING

TAILORED TRAINING

MACRO B

TISIS CAM 3 AXES

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
• Create a program based on an existing model
• Set the machine according to the program
• Programming study with TISIS (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment, guide bush
exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to five
Three days

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Deploy a specific training concept tailored to
your needs
Content according to your requirements, such as:
• Program optimization
• Use of variables
• Complex operations and related macros
• Specific customer request
Training for machine programming and setting

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Be able to program with variables

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program machining operation with TISIS CAM

• Study the common and specific variables
• Practice mathematical and logical operations
• Study branch and repetition
• Use the function to display an alarm, IF, THEN, ELSE, etc.
• Write various examples
• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

•
•
•
•

One to five
According to your needs

Creation and management of assembled tools
Step-by-step review of processes
Study templates
Parametric zone usage

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

13

AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PRODUCTION START

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
• Create a program based on an existing model
• Set the machine according to the program
• Programming study with TISIS (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment, guide bush
exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Specific customer request
• Experience on CT/DT/GT/ST machines
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to five
One day or more

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

MACHINE GEOMETRY

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines
Perform the basic maintenance and understand alarms
• Regular maintenance review, change the batteries
• Electrical scheme analysis
• Understanding of CN signals
Basic ISO programming knowledge
Three to six
One day

Maintenance staff for CNC machines
Adjust machine geometries after a collision
• Setting the tool holder geometries
• Alignment of the counter spindle
• Adjustment of the axis reference
Preventive maintenance training
Three to six
One day

SwissNano training
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CT 20 | Swiss DT | Swiss GT training
100%

80%
60%

Expertise

EXPERT

ADVANCED

ESSENTIAL

MACHINE PURCHASE

TARGET AUDIENCE

FIRST-TIME USERS

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES

MACHINE USE

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

TARGET AUDIENCE

SWISSNANO USERS

CONTENT

PREREQUISITES

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

MAINTENANCE

TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

CD/DT/GT training

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING

B AXIS (POSITIONING)

TAILORED TRAINING

MACRO B

TISIS CAM 3 AXES

TISIS CAM 5 AXES

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
• Create a program based on an existing model
• Set up the machine according to the program
• Programming study with TISIS (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment, guide bush
exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to five
Three days

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program and handle the B-axis (positioning)

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Deploy a specific training concept tailored to your needs

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Be able to program with variables

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program machining operation with TISIS CAM

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program machining operation with TISIS CAM

•
•
•
•

Content according to your requirements, such as:
• Program optimization
• Use of variables
• Complex operations and related macros
• Specific customer request
Training for Machine Programming and Setting

• Study the common and specific variables
• Practice mathematical and logical operations
• Study branch and repetition
• Use the function to display an alarm, IF, THEN, ELSE, etc.
• Write various examples
• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Review the specific kinematics
Set the rotation geometry point
Study program operation with B axis
Perform angled drilling, milling and
threading
• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
One to five
Two days

One to five
According to your requirements

Creation and management of assembled tools
Step-by-step review of processes
Template study
Parametric zone usage

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

Creation and management of assembled tools
Step-by-step review of processes
Template study
Parametric zone usage

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Three days

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING
OBJECTIVE

17

AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PRODUCTION START

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
• Create a program based on an existing model
• Set up the machine according to the program
• Programming study with TISIS (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment, guide bush
exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Experience on SwissNano machines
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to five
One day

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

MACHINE GEOMETRY

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines
Maintain the product and understand machine alarms
• Regular maintenance review, change the batteries
• Electrical scheme analysis
• Understanding of CN signals
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to six
One day

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines
Adjust machine geometries after a collision
• Setting of the tool holder geometries
• Alignment of the counter spindle
• Adjustment of the axis reference
Preventive Maintenance Training
Three to six
One day

CD/DT/GT training 20

EvoDECO training
100%

80%
60%

Expertise

EXPERT

ADVANCED

ESSENTIAL

MACHINE PURCHASE

TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE

FIRST-TIME USER

CONTENT

MACHINE USE

PREREQUISITES

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PRODUCTION START

MACHINE PROGRAMMING

MACHINE SETTING

B AXIS (POSITIONING)

TAILORED TRAINING

PELD PROGRAMMING

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Make a program based on a existing model
• Study with TB-DECO (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Management of program variables
• Operation Gantt layout and synchronisms
• Program generation and simulation
• Review from machine Database

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Set the machine according to the program

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program and handle the B-axis (postioning)

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Be able to realize parameterized programs

• Tool centering, spindle adjustment, guide
bush setting
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Part machining
• Setting and use of the bar feeder

•
•
•
•

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Deploy a specific training concept tailored to
your requirements
Content according to your requirements, such as:
• Program optimization
• Use of variables
• Complex operations and related macros
• Specific customer request

• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge

• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
• Training for Machine Programming
Three to six
Three days

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge

Machine programming and setting

Three to six
Two days

One to five
According to your requirements

Three to five
Five days

Review the specific kinematics
Set the rotation geometry point
Study program operation with B axis
Perform angled drilling, milling and
threading

• Study the common and specific variables
• Practice mathematical and logical
operations
• Study branch and repetition
• Use the function to display an alarm, IF,
THEN, ELSE, etc.
• Write various examples
• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING, FROM PNC TO PTO
TARGET AUDIENCE

DECO USERS

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

TARGET AUDIENCE

MAINTENANCE

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION
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EvoDECO training

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Create a program based on a existing model and set the machine according to the program
• Programming study with TB-DECO
• PNC to PTO transfer
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment, guide bush exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Experience on DECO machines
• Windows knowledge
• PNC programming knowledge
Three to five
Two days

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

MACHINE GEOMETRY

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines
Maintain the product and understand machine alarms

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC
machines
Adjust machine geometries after a collision

• Regular maintenance review, change the batteries
• Electrical scheme analysis
• Understanding of CN signals

• Setting of the tool holder geometries
• Alignment of the counter spindle
• Adjustment of the axis reference

• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to six
One day

Preventive Maintenance Training
Three to six
One day

EvoDECO training 24

SwissDECO training
100 %

80 %
60 %

Expertise

EXPERT

ADVANCED

ESSENTIAL

MACHINE PURCHASE

TARGET AUDIENCE

FIRST-TIME USERS

OBJECTIVE

CONTENT

MACHINE USE

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS

TB SETTING + PROGRAMMING

GA SETTING + PROGRAMMING

TAILORED TRAINING

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING

TISIS CAM 3 AXES

TISIS CAM 5 AXES

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
• Create a program based on an existing model
• Set the machine according to the program
• Programming study with TISIS (model, tool
catalog, ISO code edition)
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment,
guide bush exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program and handle the B axis

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program and handle the A axis

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Realize parameterized programs

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program machining operation with TISIS CAM

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program machining operation with TISIS CAM

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Deploy a specific training concept tailored to your
requirements
Content according to your requirements, such as:
• Program optimization
• Use of variables
• Comples operations and related macros
• Specific customer request

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to five

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to six
Two days

Five days

Review the specific kinematics
Set the rotation geometry point
Study program operation with B axis
Perform angled drilling, milling and threading

Review the specific kinematics
Set the rotation geometry point
Study program operation with A axis
Perform angled drilling, milling and threading

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to six
Two days

Training for Machine programming and setting
One to five
According to your requirements

Study the common and specific variables
Practice mathematical and logical operations
Study branch and repetition
Use the function to display an alarm, IF, THEN,
ELSE, etc.
• Write various examples
• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

Creation and management of assembled tool
Processes review step by step
Templates study
Parametric zone usage

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Two days

Creation and management of assembled tool
Processes review step by step
Templates study
Parametric zone usage

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to 10
Three days

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING

EVODECO USERS

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE

MAINTENANCE

MACHINE PROGRAMMING AND SETTING

DURATION

TARGET AUDIENCE

CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

25 SwissDECO training

AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PRODUCTION START

Operators and Programmers of CNC machines
• Create a program based on an existing model
• Set the machine according to the program.
• Programming study with TISIS (model, tool
catalog, ISO code edition)
• Machine setup (tool setting, collet adjustment,
guide bush exchange)
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Experience on DECO machines
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to five
Two days

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

MACHINE GEOMETRY

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines
Maintain the product and understand machine
alarms
• Regular maintenance review, change the batteries
• Electrical scheme analysis
• Understanding of CN signals
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to six

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines
Adjust machine geometries after a collision

One day

One day

• Setting of the tool holder geometries
• Alignment of the counter spindle
• Adjustment of the axis reference
Preventive Maintenance Training
Three to six

SwissDECO training 28

MultiSwiss training
100%

80%
60%

Expertise

EXPERT

ADVANCED

ESSENTIAL

MACHINE PURCHASE

TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE

FIRST-TIME USER

CONTENT

MACHINE USE

PREREQUISITES

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

TARGET AUDIENCE

MULTISWISS USERS

OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES

PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

MAINTENANCE

TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

29 MultiSwiss training

AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PRODUCTION START

MACHINE PROGRAMMING

MACHINE SETTING

TAILORED TRAINING

ARTIS

PELD PROGRAMMING

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Be capable to make a program based on a
existing model
• Study with TB-DECO (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Management from program variables
• Operation Gantt layout and synchronisms
• Program generation and simulation

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Set the machine according to the program

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Deploy a specific training concept tailored to
your requirements
Content according to your requirements, such as:
• Program optimization
• Use of variables
• Complex operations and related macros
• Specific customer request

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Program a monitoring sequence
on a part setup
• Program architecture and functionalities
review
• Machining cycle understanding
• Implementation of monitoring phases
• Program test

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Be able to realize parameterized programs

• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge

Training for Machine programming and
setting

• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge

Three to five
Four days

• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
• Training for Machine Programming)
Three to six
Four days

• Study the common and specific variables
• Practice mathematical and logical
operations
• Study branch and repetition
• Use the function to display an alarm, IF,
THEN, ELSE, etc.
• Write various examples
• Machine programming and setting
• ISO programming knowledge

One to five
According to your requirements

Three to 10
Two days

Three to 10
Two days

MACHINE PROGRAMMING

MACHINE SETTING

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Make a program based on a existing model
• Study with TB-DECO (model, tool catalog,
ISO code edition)
• Management from program variables
• Operation Gantt layout and synchronisms
• Program generation and simulation
• Experience on MultiSwiss machines
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge

Operators and programmers of CNC machines
Set the machine according to the program
• Tool centering, spindle adjustment
• Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
• Part machining

Three to five
One day

•
•
•
•

Tool centering, spindle adjustment
Machine handling (MDI/JOG/AUTO mode)
Part machining
Change of bar capacity

• Experience on MultiSwiss machines
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
• Training for Machine Programming
Three to six
Three days

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

MACHINE GEOMETRY

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC machines

Operators and maintenance staff for CNC
machines
Adjust machine geometries after a collision
• Setting of the tool holder geometries
• Alignment of the counter spindle
• Adjustment of the axis reference
Preventive Maintenance Training

Maintain the product and understand machine alarms
• Regular maintenance review, change the batteries
• Electrical scheme analysis
• Understanding of CN signals
• Windows knowledge
• ISO programming knowledge
Three to six
One day

Three to six
One day

MultiSwiss training
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"

Tailored on-site training

Your specific
training project
Give your your employees the opportunity to become manufacturing experts on our machines
through the Tornos Academy’s tailored training.
Achieve greater productivity with training
perfectly aligned with your needs. We collaborate with you to define your training targets
and design the training project to drive your
success.

Tooling optimization, chip management, para
meterized programs, understanding of machine
behavior: The sky is the limit when it comes to our
know-how. Training can even be conducted on your
site to save time for your employees. H
 arness the
full productivity potential of your Tornos machines
and software—and position your employees to work
smarter, not harder—with Tornos Academy training.

CUSTOM TRAINING
TARGET AUDIENCE
OBJECTIVE
CONTENT

PREREQUISITES
PARTICIPANTS
DURATION

32

Tailored training on site

Customer looking for optimizing their production
through customized personal training
Achieve maximum productivity with sustainable,
individualized training
• Collaborative analysis of your specific
expectations
• Develop individualized training accordingly
• Conduct the specific training
• Assess the acquired skills
Completion of courses for programming and
handling the dedicated machine
According to your needs
According to your needs

Tailored training on site

33
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Get in touch today
Company
Job title
First name

Last name

Company street address
Zip

City

Country

Telephone number

e-mail

You are interested in:
Part manufacturing learning (feel free to add related documentation)
Part component name

Market segment

Machine

Product training
Machine

Training name

Location:

Tornos Academy

Customer site

Session type:

Collective

Private

Subsidiaries

Application consulting (feel free to add related documentation)
Conception and program for setup
Programming coaching
Setup assistance

Apply
online

Your message

Send it back to:
Tornos SA, Tornos Academy, Rue industrielle 111, 2740 Moutier or use our website to fill it out online: contact@tornos.com
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tornos.com

			
TORNOS SA
			
Rue Industrielle 111
CH-2740 Moutier
Tel. +41 (0)32 494 44 44
Fax +41 (0)32 494 44 03
contact@tornos.com

Tornos
throughout
the world

Complies with current CE/EMC safety directives
This document is based on information available at the time of publication. While every effort has been made to be accurate, the information contained herein does not
purport to cover all details or variations in hardware and software, nor to provide for every possible contingency in connection with installation, operation and maintenance. TORNOS SA assumes no obligation of notice to holders of this document with respect to changes subsequently made. TORNOS SA makes no representation or
warranty, expressed, implied, or statutory with respect to, and assumes no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, sufficiency or usefulness of the information
contained herein. No warranties of merchantability nor fitness for purpose shall apply.
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We keep you turning

